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Abstract

We introduce the O2ARC 3.0 interface for the Ab-
straction and Reasoning Corpus (ARC). O2ARC
3.0 gamifies the experience, fostering user engage-
ment through competitive features and community-
driven problem creation and evaluation. Built with
a React frontend and NestJS backend, the plat-
form provides a responsive and intuitive interface
for efficient rule inference. This approach not only
improves data collection for AI training but also
enhances the problem-solving process, offering a
scalable solution for advancing cognitive AI re-
search. O2ARC is available at https://o2arc.com.

1 Introduction

Figure 1: Three different ARC tasks. The ARC dataset is designed to
assess the generalization and learning abilities of AI systems across
novel tasks, which is crucial for measuring true intelligence.

The Abstraction and Reasoning Corpus (ARC), introduced
by François Chollet [2019b], presents grid-based tasks that
target both humans and AI systems to infer rules from
given input-output pairs and apply them to a test input.
This task demands abductive reasoning skills and a level
of common sense—capabilities where human cognition ex-
cels. In contrast, current AI systems struggle, achieving no
more than 30% accuracy on these tasks [Lab42, 2024a;
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Bober-Irizar and Banerjee, 2024]. To bridge this gap, re-
searchers have highlighted the need for interfaces to col-
lect additional tasks [Moskvichev et al., 2023] and to un-
derstand the human-solving process [Johnson et al., 2021;
Kim et al., 2022]. Building upon the original interface [Chol-
let, 2019a], tools like Language-Annotated ARC [Acqua-
viva et al., 2022], Lab42’s ARCreate [2024b], and Object-
Oriented ARC (O2ARC 1.0) [Kim et al., 2022] have been
developed for this purpose.

While these platforms were a step towards addressing the
data collection challenge for AI learning, they fell short in
fostering widespread user engagement and were not success-
ful in eliciting spontaneous participation. Consequently, data
collection has often depended on extrinsic motivators, such
as financial incentives, which are expensive to train data-
centric models. The user experience frequently involved te-
dious single-pixel editing, contrary to the intended object-
centric strategy [Xu et al., 2023; Park et al., 2023].

In response, we present O2ARC 3.0, an evolution of the
tool that gamifies the problem-solving experience. O2ARC
3.0’s interface is designed to mimic the engagement of puzzle
games, encouraging voluntary involvement and diminishing
the need for external rewards. We have added competitive el-
ements like leaderboards and a system for creating and peer-
reviewing tasks to enhance user engagement. The interface is
designed to discourage inefficient single-pixel editing and to
promote object-based manipulations, ensuring the generation
of high-quality human traces.

2 Functionalities and User Engagement
Within O2ARC 3.0, users can engage in various activities:

Solving ARC Tasks The platform allows users to engage
with a random task via the navigation bar and presents subse-
quent tasks in sequence. The editor panel offers various oper-
ations, such as rotate, flip, resize grid, move, undo, and redo,
to facilitate the construction of the predicted output. Incorrect
attempts reduce the user’s ‘lives’, whereas correct solutions
display task-specific scores and rankings on the leaderboard,
rewarding efficiency and accuracy. To foster continued par-
ticipation, an IQ revelation feature is unlocked after 25 tasks
are completed. Trial and time restrictions are in place to deter
excessive focus on any single task.

https://o2arc.com


(a) Solve a task with editor panel. (b) Check your score after solving the task.

(c) Create a task with four or more pairs. (d) Evaluate the tasks that others have created.

(e) View the instructions by pressing the ‘?’ button. (f) See your achievements in the profile tab.

Figure 2: Content that users experience in the O2ARC tool.

Creating ARC Tasks Users can construct their tasks, re-
quiring a minimum of three demonstrations and a test input-
output pair for submission. The creation process mirrors the
solving interface, with additional functionalities like input-
output reset. Before submission, creators verify the unique-
ness of their solutions and the adequacy of the accompanying
descriptions. Community members can then assess the qual-
ity of these tasks on the ‘created’ page.

Profile and Leaderboard The profile tab provides users
with a personalized summary of their problem-solving activ-
ity, likes received, and leaderboard position. The leaderboard
dynamically updates to reflect user scores and rankings, en-
couraging competition with visual animations and offering
recognition for both problem-solving proficiency and creative
contributions.

Main Interface The main interface displays the 400 ARC
training tasks in a masonry grid, adapting the layout to ac-
commodate the diversity in size and complexity of the prob-
lem sets.

3 System Design
O2ARC 3.0 uses React and NestJS to build the frontend and
backend, with the frontend hosted on Cloudflare and the back-
end hosted on AWS LightSail. Figure 3 illustrates the O2ARC
3.0 system design.

Frontend (React) The frontend of O2ARC 3.0 utilizes Re-
act, a leading frontend framework, to create seamless user
interfaces. By employing a Single Page Application (SPA)
architecture alongside frontend caching, the application de-
livers an immersive experience with minimal loading times.
The use of TypeScript, combined with a functional React ar-



Figure 3: System design of the O2ARC 3.0.

chitecture, aids in simplifying maintenance and ensuring ro-
bustness. Operations within the editor grid are handled locally
to reduce backend communication delays. Additionally, the
application features dynamic animations on both the leader-
board and scoreboards to maintain user interest and engage-
ment.

Backend (NestJS) NestJS [2024] is a Node.js framework
used for building server-side applications. Also, it supports
Express, providing an HTTP server. O2ARC 3.0 utilized it
for the backend, with code written in TypeScript.

NestJS provides a uniform structure consisting of a con-
troller, a service, a repository, and a module, which makes the
code easier to understand and maintain. Additionally, the ser-
vice file defines which repository functions to call. A service
function can call multiple repository functions. The reposi-
tory file utilizes the Prisma service to perform operations on
a specific table in the database, such as finding, inserting, and
deleting rows.

Database (Prisma and MySQL) Prisma is an ORM (Ob-
ject Relational Mapping) framework. It automatically con-
verts the Prisma schema syntax, which contains the database
structure, into MySQL statements and executes them.

Backend Hosting and Storage (Amazon Lightsail) Ama-
zon Lightsail is a cloud computing service that provides a vir-
tual server (instance) for backend hosting. O2ARC 3.0 tools
utilized a Lightsail instance with a Linux/Unix platform and
Ubuntu operating system. The instance has 2GB of RAM, 2
vCPUs, and a 60GB SSD. Pins a static IP to the instance so
that it always uses the same IP even if the instance is restarted.
It contains the backend system and database tables, where
ARC task data and user-solving logs are stored.

Https Hosting (Cloudflare) Cloudflare is a CDN service,
specialized in deploying static frontends. When a user ac-
cesses o2arc.com through a browser, Cloudflare delivers the
prepared frontend build files to the browser, which then inter-
prets them to render O2ARC’s UI and communicate with the
Backend. Additionally, we have integrated Cloudflare with
our GitHub repository to enable automatic deployment for
each branch, automating the tasks necessary for deployment.

Design System (Figma) The UI for each page of the
O2ARC 3.0 tool was designed using Figma, a collaborative
interface design tool that provides various design actions.

Figma also offers a developer mode that is useful for building
UI on the frontend.

4 User Engagement and Impact
UX Design In our UX design, we prioritize object-oriented
operations over single-pixel manipulations to better reflect
human problem-solving strategies. The interface initially fea-
tured Edit, Select, and Flood-Fill modes [Chollet, 2019a],
each toggled via specific buttons. To minimize single-pixel
edits, we removed the Edit mode and modified the Flood-Fill
mode to activate through a double-click, now named Flood
Selection. This adjustment inherently encourages users to
adopt object-oriented operations by limiting the granularity
allowed by the previous Edit mode and making object manip-
ulation more accessible.
User Study A user study involving 50 participants evalu-
ated the solve and create functions of O2ARC 3.0, with 24
providing detailed feedback. The tool received high satisfac-
tion ratings (Likert scale from 1–10): 8.7 overall, 8.6 for solv-
ing, 8.7 for creating, and 8.8 for evaluating tasks. Key high-
lights include the leaderboard’s role in enhancing competition
and motivation, the tool’s ease of use and intuitive design, and
its effectiveness in engaging users with ARC concepts. This
feedback emphasizes the improvements in user engagement
and data collection compared to previous versions.

(a) Distribution of Actions (b) Distribution of Spent Times

Figure 4: User study analysis: After preprocessing the data collected
from users, we analyzed 1081 logs. The distribution of the number
of actions in each log is shown, with most users taking less than
50 actions to solve a problem. Additionally, the distribution of the
amount of time spent in each log is presented, with most users solv-
ing the task within two minutes.

Broader Impact Inspired by O2ARC, sister projects like
ARCLE [Lee et al., 2024] are emerging, leveraging its state
and action spaces for training reinforcement learning agents.
This collaboration bridges human cognitive processes with
AI learning, enriching the ecosystem. Through ARCLE,
O2ARC’s rich dataset becomes a fertile ground for develop-
ing AI agents with human-like reasoning skills.

5 Conclusion
This paper introduces O2ARC 3.0, an engaging interface for
Abstraction and Reasoning Corpus (ARC). O2ARC 3.0 is ac-
cessible at https://o2arc.com and will be showcased at our
booth during the demo session. Attendees are invited to in-
teractively engage in problem-solving and creating activities
throughout the event.

https://o2arc.com
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